This paper presents a hybrid design, featuring a traditional GaAs-based solar cell combined with various colloidal quantum dots. This hybrid design effectively boosts photon harvesting at long wavelengths while enhancing the collection of photogenerated carriers in the ultraviolet region. The merits of using highly efficient semiconductor solar cells and colloidal quantum dots were seamlessly combined to increase overall power conversion efficiency. Several photovoltaic parameters, including short-circuit current density, open circuit voltage, and external quantum efficiency, were measured and analyzed to investigate the performance of this hybrid device. Offering antireflective features at long wavelengths and luminescent downshifting for high-energy photons, the quantum dots effectively enhanced overall power conversion efficiency by as high as 24.65% compared with traditional GaAs-based devices. The evolution of weighted reflectance as a function of the dilution factor of QDs was investigated. Further analysis of the quantum efficiency response showed that the luminescent downshifting effect can be as much as 6.6% of the entire enhancement of photogenerated current.
A mong various solar cell technologies, GaAs-based solar cells have become important because of their high power conversion efficiency (PCE). GaAs-based single-junction solar cells have recently achieved PCEs of 28.8%, setting new photovoltaic efficiency records [1] [2] [3] [4] . In addition to reducing surface reflection 5, 6 , using the full solar spectrum is necessary for increasing PCE further, especially the ultraviolet (UV) range. High-energy photons can be easily absorbed at short distances, but the generated electron-hole pairs are close to the semiconductor surface, where recombination loss is strong 7 . This problem can be mitigated using certain substances to transform high-energy photons into lower-energy photons; this process is often called luminescent downshifting (LDS). In the 1970s, Hovel et al. first reported that the LDS effect could enhance solar cell performance at short wavelengths 8 . Certain studies have examined the use of organic dyes as downshifters [9] [10] [11] . However, organic dye molecules have poor photon stability and narrow absorption spectrum bands, and obtaining high PCE by using organic dye molecules is difficult 12, 13 . One possible solution is to use semiconductor-based quantum dots (QDs, or sometimes called colloidal quantum dots, QDs), such as CdS or CdSe, in the regular solar cell [14] [15] [16] . These QDs can act as the LDS agents to initiate UV absorption and boost the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell. Considering current advances in QD preparation and manufacturing, these highly efficient nanoscale luminaries offer an unprecedented opportunity to advance solar spectrum use where previous research has failed [17] [18] [19] . In the past, many excellent experiments and theoretical works related to spectral response of LDS materials have been published for the photovoltaic devices, especially in the dye-sensitized or thin film types of solar cells 9, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Recent researches benefit from the advanced progress in the synthesis of highly efficient QDs. The application of these novel materials leads to great enhancement, such as a 3% to 28% increase of J sc , among different types of semiconductor solar cell (such as Si or CdTe) 29, 30 . In theory, this improvement can be as high as 50% 31 . These demonstrations in experiment or in theory really established the prominent role of the QD-assisted LDS effect for the next generation of photovoltaic devices. In our work, the direct surface dispense of QD layers on GaAs solar cell is investigated under different emission wavelengths, and the device performance is studied in details. A practical formulation is set up to have good estimate on the LDS effect. QD band-gap dependent photovoltaic responses were analyzed, and the quantities of QDs necessary to obtain optimal PCEs were identified using external quantum efficiency and current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics.
Results
Different types of QD were obtained from the Sigma-Aldrich Corporation for this experiment. Photoluminescence (PL) and absorption spectra were measured to determine the optical characteristics of the QDs (as shown in Fig. 1 ). The PL emission spectra of three types of QD in toluene were measured using a 365-nm excitation, and showed different peaks at 460 nm, 530 nm, and 640 nm. Regarding the chemical composition of the QDs, CdS was used for emission wavelengths shorter than 460 nm, and CdSe/ZnS core-shell was used for emission wavelengths longer than 530 nm 32 . Fig. 2 shows the process flow used to create the QD-sensitized single-junction GaAs solar cell. The single-junction GaAs solar cells were manufactured by Millennium Communications Co. Ltd., and QD sensitization was performed following procedures described previously 15 . The back-side n-contact in the proposed design was formed by evaporating AuGe (25 nm)/Au (500 nm), whereas the front p-contact consisted of evaporated Ti (25 nm)/Pt (25 nm)/Au (500 nm). The shadow loss of the front strip contacts was 3.5%, and area of the cells was 1 cm 2 . The QD solutions were dispensed by the procedures described in the ''Method'' section to get ready for the IV and EQE measurements. Fig. 3 (a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image, taken from the top view at a 45u tilt, of QDs on the GaAs solar cell surface. Because of the self-assembly effect, individual QDs gather together after the solvent dries up to form submicron islands. Although grain sizes were randomly distributed, most grain diameters ranged from 100 to 500 nm, and grain thicknesses were approximately several tens of nanometers. Fig. 3(b) shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the QDs with a 460 nm emission peak. Each QD had a diameter of approximately 5 nm in 460-nm QD solution, and exhibited a uniform density distribution. Moreover, the emission peak was tunable based on the diameters of the QDs. When the QD particles were larger in size, the emission peak wavelength was redshifted. The average diameter of 530-nm QDs and 640-nm QDs were approximately 6 nm and 8 nm, respectively. Fig. 3(c) shows the cross-sectional view of a QD grain, and random stacking of dots can be found. After the colloidal QDs were dispensed onto the GaAs solar cell surfaces, we measured device characteristics such as photovoltaic current density-voltage (J-V) and external quantum efficiency (EQE).
To map the spectral dependence, five colors of QDs were used, and a QD concentration of 5 mg/mL was applied in each case for the first test run. Fig. 4(a) shows the short-circuit current density results of cells with and without QDs. The x axis indicates the emission peak of the specific QD dispensed onto the GaAs cell.
As shown in Fig. 4 (a), all devices with QDs exhibited higher J sc than devices without QDs (the reference sample). The short-circuit current response peaks at 530 nm, and in general, the QD with shorter wavelengths (such as 400 nm and 460 nm) performs better than the longer ones (like those of 560 nm and 640 nm QDs). Because the quantum yield of each QD can differ, and GaAs solar cell responses vary at different wavelengths, the spectral dependence can be qualitatively described as follows. When QD emission wavelengths were shorter (such as blue or purple), the corresponding quantum efficiency of the GaAs solar cell was fair (generally, approximately 30% to 40%), but not as high as that of longer wavelength regions (70% to 80% between green and red). The enhancement of J sc was expected to increase as the applied QD emission wavelength moved toward the longer side of spectrum. However, as the emission wavelength moves past the green and enters the orange and red regions in Fig. 4(a) , the interference of QD absorption must also be considered. As shown in Fig. 1 , the absorption edges of these QDs are close to their emission peaks. When red QDs are used, this absorption could affect the normal GaAs absorption between UV and yellow. Because the QD absorption and reemission mechanism is not as efficient as that in regular semiconductors, which operate in the more visible range covered by QD absorption, less carriers are generated because of less visible photons into GaAs. In our experiments shown in Fig. 4(a) , the composite effects of LDS and absorption-takeover meet at the wavelength of 530 nm.
Based on our results in Fig. 4 (a), three QDs were used for more detailed experiments; the maximum wavelength (530 nm) and two adjacent wavelengths of QDs (460 nm and 640 nm) were used to investigate the concentration-dependent response. Using the dilution factor ''13,'' a concentration of 5 mg/mL of QD solution was dispensed directly onto the surface of a GaAs solar cell; ''53'' was 1 mg/mL, ''103'' was 0.5 mg/mL, ''153'' was 0.33 mg/mL, and the ''Reference'' was zero QDs on the solar cell. When QDs were applied to the GaAs surface, as thin as several tens of nanometer (shown in Fig. 3 ), a considerable reduction in surface reflectance was observed because of its intermediate refractive index (n < 2.4) and photonscattering capability 33, 34 . As QD solution concentration increased, the surface reflectance was reduced. To compare samples using different dilution factors in the same terms, solar-spectrum weighted reflectance was defined to express the antireflective power of the nanostructures as the following 35, 36 :
where R (l) is the measured reflectivity and I AM1.5 is the photon flux density of the AM1.5G solar spectrum. Weighted reflectance using different dilution factors (13, 53, 103 , and 153) was calculated based on the measurements. As shown in Figs Table 1 . Dispensing a 530-nm QDs solution at a dilution factor of 13 onto the cell, the maximum short-circuit current density reached 22.87 mA/cm 2 , and the power conversion efficiency increased from 14.48% to 18.05%, corresponding to a 24.65% enhancement, compared with a device without QDs. In addition, the open-circuit voltages (V oc ) of these devices exhibited no degradation, and the fill-factor (FF) remained at 77%. This evidence indicates that QDs on the surface of the GaAs solar cells did not interfere with diode operation. According to the measured data, all samples on which QD solution had been dispensed showed some degree of improvement when compared with the reference. Combined with the previous observation regarding reflectance profiles and J sc , we believed a wavelength-dependent quantum efficiency measurement was necessary.
The spectral responses of EQE and surface reflectance were measured to further analyze the photon downshift and antireflection capability of QDs in GaAs solar cells as shown in Fig. 5(d)-(i) . The combination of QDs and a GaAs solar cell exhibited a broad-range EQE enhancement from 300 to 900 nm. When we increased the QDs solution concentration, the broadband enhancement in the EQE curves became more obvious. Fig. 6 presents the calculated enhancement factors of EQE of QD dispensed cells with respect to the noQDs reference cell, where the enhancement factor is defined as EQE QDs /EQE ref .
To be more precise, the EQE of each sample is recorded before and after the QD dispense for the quantum efficiency enhancement analysis.
Discussion
Analysis on the internal quantum efficiency. Based on the Fig. 5 , a change of surface reflectance occurs when QDs are dispensed onto GaAs cells. So there are two important factors in our scenario: anti- reflection (AR) and LDS effects. In the UV range, this AR and the LDS effects are mingled together. While, in the spectrum where photon energy is below the band gap of QD, the LDS effect can be neglected. To properly characterize this, the AR effect, which is characterized by change of surface reflection, must be properly excluded. When the EQE is measured, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the device is first multiplied by the (1-R(l)) factor to count the transmitted photons correctly 37 , where R(l) is the surface reflection spectrum. So the two quantities, EQE and IQE, share the connection as 37 :
Thus, by dividing the EQE spectrum with the 1-R(l) and only considering IQE, the AR effect can be properly excluded.
Comparison of the normalized IQE spectrum can reveal the possible enhancement or degradation of the device quantum efficiency internally. Fig. 7 (a) to (c) show the collection of the ratios of IQE with QDs to the pure GaAs IQE. A distinctive notch on the 460 nm and 640 nm QD IQE ratios at high concentration (13, no dilution case) indicates the strong absorption but weak reemission capability of the QD under these conditions. The resultant cut into the quantum efficiency can deteriorate the overall performance. By integrating the IQE with solar spectrum, a no-AR effective J sc can be obtained. This J sc value when normalized by the reference GaAs J sc can provide us a direct evaluation of the percentage of enhancement due to the LDS effect as shown in Fig. 7(d) . From the plot, a 1% increase in 530 nm QD sample under original concentration and 53 dilution can be found while other colors like 460 nm and 640 nm ones shows less than 1 in almost all conditions, meaning no LDS effect in the device. From this point of view, the 530 nm QD performs better in promoting the LDS effect in the photovoltaic devices.
Evaluation of quantum dot LDS efficiency. From previous calculation of the internal quantum efficiency, the LDS effect from the QD layer can be revealed by excluding the AR effect from the EQE measurement. However, if the absorption of QD layer is strong but the re-emission rate is weak, any traces of QD luminescence can be ''masked'' and can not be seen, like the indentation we saw in Fig. 7 . To probe further on the actual luminescent efficiency of the solid QD film, the absorption and the LDS efficiency have to be considered separately, and a diagram like Fig. 8 needs to be built for understanding the LDS mechanism. The LDS efficiency as we discuss here, can be defined as: becomes zero or negligible. In Fig. 8 , certain non-ideal factors, such as total internal reflection, edge losses, and parasitic absorption, are not included in the current models. While we believe these are important and might be crucial to the completeness of the theory, the interaction between the LDS effect and AR effect could be dominant for the time being and should be considered first. A more thorough investigation on these non-ideal factors will be necessary to the future generation of the program. If these nonideal factors are not considered, the IQE per unit wavelength has two components: one is from the photons penetrated through the QD layer, and the other is from the LDS effect. To formulate these two components, an expression can be written as:
where IQE QD (l) is the internal quantum efficiency of the whole device when QD layer is dispensed, A QD is the absorption percentage of the QD layer, IQE ref (l) is the internal quantum efficiency without the QD layer, and IQE ref (l QD ) is the efficiency at the QD emission peak. In this formula, the IQE is used to eliminate the surface reflection effect. Similar equations have been reported before 38, 39 . In Eq. 4, the g LDS (similar to the quantum yield of the quantum dots in solution) can be calculated once the absorption function A QD and the quantum efficiency of the bare wafer are measured. The term, g LDS , can then be found as:
The absorption data can be obtained from dispensing the same QD on the quartz glass slide and measuring the reflection and transmission before and after the dispense. The resultant LDS efficiencies for 460 nm and 640 nm QD are shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). The g LDS for 530 nm QD is, however, not realistic (.100%) due to the weak absorption of the QD exhibited in the measurement. The wavelength dependence of the g LDS also confirmed that most of the emission should happen close to the absorption band edge since its maximum is always close to the band edge. The extracted peak g LDS values are 45.5% for 460 nm QD and 88.1% for the 640 nm. In the meantime, the luminescent efficiency of the QD at UV region from the g LDS spectrum is around 20% to 30%, which is close to the data provided by the vendor.
Enhancement factor evaluation. One question remains unanswered so far: how to define a suitable enhancement factor in this device? From the difference in the real world J sc , one can only conclude that there are AR and LDS effects within, and it seems difficult to de-couple them. Deducing from definition of J sc 37 :
A term (1 1 D LDS )(1 1 D AR ) emerges from the integral function, which can be defined as a wavelength dependent enhancement factor. In Eq. 6, the (1 1 D LDS ) is the ratio of IQE and the (1 1 D AR ) term is the ratio of (1-R). This distributed enhancement should be more justifiable than a single number for one device. The overall The pink colored area is the enhancement from the AR effect, while the blue area indicates the LDS enhancement. The yellow area is the absorption-dominated region when (1 1 D AR ) is higher than the EQE ratio. enhancement, or can be named as ''external'' enhancement, is the ratio between EQE numbers. The relationship among these terms can be expressed as:
So in the Fig. 10 , even though the external enhancement factor can be as high as 1.3 times, the final increase of the J sc is lower than that peak value due to the solar spectrum weighted integration. Overlapping with the (1 1 D AR ) profile obtained from reflection spectrum can reveal if there is any LDS effect in the device. If the external enhancement is higher than the (1 1 D AR ) curve, the area in between them belongs to the LDS enhancement. However, if the external enhancement is close to or even lower than the (1 1 D AR ) curve, it is usually a clear indication of QD absorption take-over. Generally speaking, a peak (for good LDS effect) or a notch (for strong absorption of QD) can be found at UV region, while a close match between the (1 1 D AR ) curve and EQE ratio profile at long wavelengths can be expected, because the effects of LDS are negligible in this range, and only AR effect works in the longer range. While the enhancement factor of EQE is clearly defined as in Eq. 7, the enhancement factor of J sc is more difficult to elucidate. To proceed further, we need to start from the Eq. 7:
By using the definition in Eq. 8, the corresponding DJ sc components can be calculated via the previously measured reflectance spectrum and the LDS effect from IQE. The calculated results, together with the measurement data, are listed in Table 2 . The negative DJ sc,LDS represents no LDS enhancement at all. The coupled terms are generally small compared to the other two terms, which might validate Eq. 9. The best enhancement percentage on the J sc by LDS effect happens at QD530_5X condition where a 1.08% of the reference J sc is registered, and the AR effect takes another 15.06% of the J sc,ref .
If only the increased J sc are counted, the LDS effect takes about 6% of the entire DJ sc . Certain inconsistencies between the measured data and the calculated results are expected due to two reasons: first, there are some discrepancies between the light source in J-V measurement and the real solar spectrum, and the calculation in Eq. 8 uses the ideal AM1.5G spectrum. Second, there are possible errors in reflection measurement which cause deviations in the 1-R term of the D AR .
To summarize for this matter, it is easy to define a clean enhancement factor in the EQE domain, however, the increment in J sc is always the integral combination of the AR and LDS effect, which makes the definition of enhancement factor more obscure. We hope the definition in Eq. 8 can clarify this problem.
QD spectral dependence on J sc . To investigate the QD emission wavelength dependence on the solar cell performance is the main topic of this work. In reality, however, a clean experiment is difficult to achieve. First, to cover the full visible spectrum with reasonable quantum yields, different types of QD structures (such as core-shell or bare) have to be used in the experiments. Second, the absorption strengths for different types of QDs are also different. Third, even though we could choose similar quantum yields in solution among different QDs, once they are dried on the GaAs surface, their final emission efficiency (i.e. g LDS ) might be very different as well. If we could assume an ideal condition, in which the absorption and g LDS are all the same among different band gaps of quantum dots, then based on the Eq. 4, an IQE and the corresponding J sc can be calculated across different QD emission wavelengths. First, a stepfunction like g LDS is assumed, and the absorption edge, which is band gap of the QD, is the longest wavelength that gives g LDS a non-zero and constant value. Other than that, if the excitation photonic energy is less than QD band gap, the g LDS is zero. Second, the GaAs single junction solar cell is used for IQE. Third, the absorption spectra among different QDs are set to be the same shape as the one measured from 460 nm case, but only differ at the band gap wavelength (the onset of the absorption).
With these assumptions, the QD-emission-peak dependent J sc can be calculated and graphed in Fig. 11 for different g LDS . As can be observed from the plot, when QD is less efficient in LDS process (low g LDS ), we have to choose the blue QD to obtain high J sc . Meanwhile, the high g LDS can push the max J sc towards longer wavelength choice of QD band gap, which is close to the actual measured result in Fig. 4(a) . In the mean time, the high g LDS also help to increase the J sc of the device. Although the situation will be largely different in the real world, this calculation echoes our measurement, and can provide a solid evaluation in terms of choosing suitable QDs for photovoltaic enhancement purpose.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we examined the different responses of hybrid solar cells according to the emission wavelengths of top QD layers. Among the QD samples, the green QD exhibited the most satisfactory enhancement. A QD layer considerably enhanced short-circuit current density and power conversion efficiency at AM1.5G. The enhancement can mainly be attributed to the photon downshift effect and antireflection. The enhanced short-circuit currents and weighted reflectance were evaluated using different dilution factors of QD solutions to determine the optimal condition. After the optimal condition was determined, the optimized PCE was enhanced by 24.65% when compared to cells without a QDs layer. In the EQE spectral response, a 1.3-fold enhancement was observed between the QDs and the reference samples. Finally, the LDS and antireflection capability were analyzed quantitatively using absorption and EQE enhancement curves. We believe this technology is a great candidate for use in the next generation of highly efficient photovoltaic devices in the near future.
Methods
Equipment set up. The power conversion efficiencies of GaAs solar cells were measured using a procedure complying with the international standard CEI IEC 60904-1. The J-V measurement system consisted of a power supply (Newport 69920), a 1000-W Class-A solar simulator (Newport 91192A) with a Xenon lamp (Newport 6271A) and an Air Mass 1.5, Global (AM1.5G) illumination filter (Newport 81088A), a probe stage, and a source meter with a 4-wire mode (Keithley 2400). Class-A Air Mass 1.5, Global (AM1.5G) illumination at a power of 1000 W/m 2 was used to characterize all of the solar cells in our experiment 16 . The testing chuck was thermally stabilized by circulating water through temperature controlled chiller system, and the temperature is controlled within 25 6 1uC. After calibration by the Newport Corporation, our light source showed only 0.88% temporal instability and 0.79% light intensity nonuniformity. To determine the status of the light source during every measurement, the measurements of the instruments were double-checked. The spectrum of the solar simulator was measured using a calibrated spectrometer (Soma S-2440) in the wavelength range 300-1100 nm, and the intensity of the solar simulator was calibrated using a monocrystalline silicon reference cell with a 4 cm 2 illumination area (VLSI Standards, Inc.) 40 .
The light source of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurement system consisted of a 300-W Xenon lamp (Newport 66984) and a monochromator (Newprot 74112). The beam spot on the sample was rectangular, and the spot size was roughly 3 mm 2 . Spectrum calibration was conducted using a calibrated silicon photodetector with a reported spectral response (Newport 818-UV). To convert the photocurrent of the sample to the voltage signal, a preamplifier (Princeton Applied Research, Model 181) was used, and the magnifying signal was imported into the lock-in amplifier. The EQE measurement was taken using a lock-in amplifier (Standard Research System, SR830), and an optical chopper unit (SR540) operating at a 260 Hz chopping frequency. The temperatures of the cells were controlled using the same method used for the J-V measurements 36, 41 .
Colloidal quantum dot information. In this section, the detailed quantum dots information will be provided. The QD solutions used in this paper were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation. The average diameter of 460-nm QDs, 530-nm QDs and 640-nm QDs were approximately 5 nm, 6 nm and 8 nm, respectively. The product numbers for these QDs are listed in Table 3 .
GaAs solar cell preparation. The GaAs solar cells were purchased from Millennium Communications Co. Ltd., and the product number is SC-006-01. The typical epitaxial structure is shown in Table 4 (provided by manufacturer).
The typical electrical characteristics of the AR coated devices are: V oc 5 0.93 V, J sc 5 26 mA/cm 2 , power conversion efficiency 5 21 6 3%. The devices under test were not AR-coated and selected from a pool of GaAs solar cell chips. The J sc and EQE were the key parameters to be inspected. The average J sc is 18.87 mA and the standard deviation among these samples is 0.125 mA, which stands for about 0.66% variation across the chips. Their EQEs were also closely matched. The GaAs solar cell is 1 cm by 1 cm square shape.
Quantum dot dispense. We dispense the QD solution onto the chip by micropipette (Manufacturer: Dragon Lab, Micropette pipette). Usually the process steps are like:
1.
clean the chips with solvent (such as acetone, IPA).
2.
Use water bath to ultrasound the QD solution for 5 minutes.
3.
If dilution is needed, draw certain volume of ultra-sounded solution and add proper quantity of toluene to the QD solution, and then another 5 minutes of ultrasound to mix the particles completely. The original concentration of QD is 5 mg/mL, and the dilution is based on this number and adding the corresponding volume of toluene. 4.
Use micropipette to draw all the solution and manually drop the QD solution on the chip evenly. 5.
Leave the chip to air-dry the fume hood.
After the dry-up, the quantum dots become solid-phase patches in 100-500 nm size. The aggregation of the QDs could be detected via the PL spectrum in the solution and after solidification on the surface. A red-shifted peak was observed and the amount of shift is 12.6 meV (or 2.164 nm), which indicates possible aggregation of the dried QDs. From the TEM inspection shown in Fig. 3(c) , no ordered structure can be found in our dispensed layer. 
